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QUESTION 1

How can you initiate the source determination when you create a purchase requisition manually? (Choose two) 

A. Set the indicator for automatic source determination in the respective item of the purchase requisition. 

B. Use the button Assign Source of Supply in the header of the purchase requisition. 

C. Use the button Assign Source of Supply in the respective item of the purchase requisition. 

D. Set the indicator for automatic source determination in the header of the purchase requisition before you enter
purchase requisition items. 

Correct Answer: CD 

 

QUESTION 2

What indicator can you set to prevent all goods movements for a material during the physical inventory in 

SAP Materials Management? 

Please choose the correct answer. 

Response: 

A. The Lock indicator in the material master storage location view 

B. The Freeze Book Inventory indicator in the physical inventory document header 

C. The Posting Block indicator in the physical inventory document header 

D. The Posting Block indicator in the physical inventory document item 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 3

Deliveries often arrive too late. You therefore want to send reminders to your vendors. 

Which prerequisites must be fulfilled to generate reminders for a purchase order item? (Choose two) 

A. The delivery date is at least one week in the past. 

B. You have entered at least one reminder level in the purchase order item. 

C. The purchase order must be output. 

D. The purchase order item has no account assignment category. 

Correct Answer: BC 
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QUESTION 4

What advantage does the collective number have in requests for quotations? 

Please choose the correct answer. 

Response: 

A. The collective number makes it easier to select documents for message output of requests for quotations. 

B. The collective number makes it easier to select documents for generating info records from quotations. 

C. The collective number makes it easier to select quotation documents for the price comparison. 

D. The collective number makes it easier to select documents for generating source list entries from quotations. 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 5

You want to change the valuation class of a material. The system does not permit this change. 

Which of the following answers describe possible reasons? 

There are 3 correct answers to this question. 

Response: 

A. Outstanding requests for quotations that have not been deleted still exist for the material 

B. Outstanding purchase orders that have not been deleted still exist for the material 

C. Outstanding production orders that have not been deleted still exist for the material 

D. There are purchase requisitions for the material that needs to be released 

E. There is valuated stock for the material in the current period 

Correct Answer: BCE 
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